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1, ATWTJON OF THE AGZNDA 

The agenda was adopted, and the members of the Commiseion expressed their 

WrUmw to the ChaSrmun, Mr, Ekdem, and to Mr, Jarvie, the Commissi~n's new Land 

expert c , 

2. VALUATfON l?ROGF$#IME 

Mr. JARVIS (Land gxpert) commented on a report which he had prepared 
fUr the Commission analysing the programme for the v&Luation of Arab reti@* 

property holdings in Israel. Be wished to kl$QW whether the Commission considered 
that efforts should be made to recruit additional staff in order to acCelWat@ 

the work, whether it w&shed to fix any time~limits for the completion of the 

programme, the ultimate purpose to which the valuation was to be put, and. the 

degree of detail which the Commission thought desirablec 

Mr, PEDEliSEfJ (United States of America) expressed ~pprecintion of' the 
report prepared by Mr. Jarvis, The United States considered the valuation 

programme to be important and that ft should be accelerated. He prapascd that the 

Commission decide to accelerate the programme so as to enable completion of the 

analytfcal work at least by 1 August 3961, a4d that any necessary staff und 

equipment increaees should be undertaken to make that possible, He hoped that if 

this were done there would be at least a Zoose approximation of the over-all 

property Value avaSlable before the two-year review of,UNRWA which the Assembly 
WL~B to undertake at its sixteenth sess304. He also considered that with tha 
acceleration of the analytical work, the ultimate goal should be to complete the 

va;j,uat;on af individml parcels o$ immovable property by Late spring of 3-962, As 

regards the question of the ultimate use to be mad@ of the valuat$.on, he did not 

think it possible to be definitive in that matter at the present time. TheXe 
seemed to be need of some compromise in the matter of the degree of reliabiJ.ity 

of the valuation, sjtnce any information that might one day be released needed to 

be defensible, but time limitations precluded doing as thorough a study of mr& 

lands as it was proposed to do on urban areas. WhSle it &$at pxcw2 necessury at 
a later stage to reatudy the valuation of rural propwty, ha thought that for 

&fanning purposes the current assumption Of working i4 more detail on urban areas 

was aatisfuctory* 

/ (I*. 
. 
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Mr, DAUGE (France) also thanked Mr. Yarvis for his report, He shared 

the views of the United States on the importance of the valuation programme and 

thought that all possible should be done to accelerate it. It would be 

satisfactory if the analysis could be furnished by August 1961 and the application 

to individual parcels by the spring of 1962, and if necessary he thought two 

additional experts should be recruited to facilitate that result. He did not 

believe the ultimate use of the valuation could be determined at the moment, but 

considered that the work should be continued on the present assumptions as a 

useful piece of work in itself. He also agreed that the analysis should combine 

the more detailed study of urban areas with a wider over-all figure for rural. 

property, 
\ 

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as representative of Turkey, agreed with the 

views thatbad been expressed and considered that in existing,conditions, the only 

course open to the Commiasiovl was to speed up any technical work that it could, 

Later when the work had been completed It would be possible to determine how best 

It was agreed that the Commission should address a letter.to the Secretary- 

General informing him that the Commission pad decided, in the light,of 

resolution ~456 (XIV) and taking into account the report on the valuation 

programme prepared by the Commission's.land expert, that the work on the programme 

should be speeded up and that the Secretary-General should be requested to recruit 

the required additional personnel in order that the work of analysis might be 
completed before August 1.961.. 

3. LE?JJmR DATED 15 DECEWEBR 1959 ADDRESSED TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE CCMMISSXON 
FROM THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TRANSMITTING THE TEXT OF GHNHRAL ASSRMRLY 
RESOLUTION 1456 (XIV) OF.9 DECEMBER 1959 

Mr. PEDERSW (United States of America) considered that in undertaking 

its responsibilities in connexion with the Assembly's resolution, it would be 
useful for the future planning of the Commission to 4ave available a complete 

record of significant factors related to the Assembly's resolutious. Accordingly, 

the United States recommended that the Secretariat of the Commission be directed 

to undertake two studies, T4e first would be to bring up to ate the historical 

/ ..* 
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survey %hat had been prepared in 1955 on the question of compensation. The second 

would be a comparable and fully documented survey, with emphasis on repatriation, 

of proposals regarding the implementation of paragraph 11. of resolution I.94 (lll)ti 

He’ considered that the survey should cover both formal proposals and less formal 

suggestions, including those that might be found in the public statements of 

spokesmen of interested Governments, both from the area and elsewhere, In order 
to be as comprehensive and as helpful as possible, he considered that the study 

should cover proposals made both ‘inside or outside the United NationS, and hoped 

that it would end with a summary anulysis of the current positions of Isr%%?l and 

the pertinent Arab States as reflected in the available records, 

Mr, GAUGE (France) considered that it would be useful and not too 

difficult to bring the study on compensation up to date. As for the second 

proposal for a study on repatriation, he considered that it would require 

considerably greater work and wondered what use would be made of such a study - 

whether it was intended for the internal use of the Commission, as a basis for 

its work, or as part of the Commissionls report to the Assembly, for publication, 

He thought it might be useful for the Commission ta see a first draft or QU 

outline before deciding on the final form or disposition of such a survey. 

Moreover, he thought too great detail should be avoided, as some proposals had 

been put forward which by now had only a historical interest. 

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as representative of Turkey, considered that the 

proposed studies would be very useful, and that the one on compensation should be 

brought up to date as soon as possible. Regarding the second paper, he thought 

the Commission should first consider an outline so as to be able to give the 

Secretariat more detailed information about what it wished done. 

It was agreed to request the Commission’s Secretariat to bring up to date 

the study on compensation and to prepare 

on the subject of repatriation. 

an outline of a survey of proposa3.s made 
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4. ARRANGEMENTS FOR TEIE RELEASE OF ARAB REFUGEE! BANK ACCOUNTS BLOCKED IN BAIIKS 
OTHERTHAN BARCf;AY'S ANDTEEOTTOMAN BANK 

c ,' 
The CBAIRMAM informed the Commission that f'ollowing the announcement by 

the representative of Israel on J.1 November 1959 that his Government had decided 

to release the bank accounts of Arab refugees blocked in Israel in ban%8 other 

than Barclay's and the, Ottoman Bank, efforts made in Jerusalem by the Commission's 

Liaison Officer to obtain informatioa as to the technical arrangements for such 

release had been unavaSling, Accordingly, he suggested that the Commission 

should address a letter to the representative of Israel at the United NatiOne 

requesting him to make inquiries wSth his Government in order to expedite a reply 
on the mat&r to the Commission's Liaison Officer. 

After some discussioa, the Commission agreed on the text of a letter to,the c ,i 
permanent representative of Israel to the above effect. 

5. NOTE OF 26 APRIL 1960 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIXE OF JORDAN ADDRESSED 
TO THE COMMISSION CONCERNING llEIE RECORDS OF "LAND REGISTRATION" OF JEWISH 
IMMOVABLE PROPERTY 23 THE JERUSALEM DISTRICT, SHUFAT AND NEB1 YACOUB 

The CHATBMAN d&(kw attention to a request from $ho representative Of 

Jordan for the records of land registration of Jewish-owned immovable property in 

Shufat and Nebi Yacoub, in the Jerusalem Districtt After cansultation with the 
Com~~ission's land expert, Mr, Jarvis, it was ascertained that the Commission did 

not have in its possession records of land registration in villages mentioned in 
the letter from the representative of Jordan, 

After discussion of a draft,letter that had been prepared,to be addressed $0 

the representative of Jordan stating that the Commission did not have ,the records 

which he had requested, the Commission agreed on the text of such a letter, 

The meeting rose at 4.50 p.m. 


